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B’nai Aviv Gets Dirty!
And our first annual Clean-Up Day is a Big Success!

From the desk of...Cantor William Leiberman
… by way of Liora Leiberman
On June 3rd, 2016, I took the last exam of my first year of medical school. Countless college-ruled papers, keyboard clicks, and
catecholamines later, I found my way to the “Submit Exam”
button. With the push of my finger, with the touch of my mouse, these past ten months
would be over, a written chapter finished, a milestone carved. Sudden relief nudged me
forward, my second digit slowly pressing down. Click. And just like that— I was onefourth a doctor.
What a responsibility laden thought.
It was full in dimension, claiming its space on axis versus axis. Full of inspiration, sometimes compromised by defeat, sometimes dampened by self-doubt. Full of tired yawns,
full of bitten nails. Full of empty, plastic Starbucks cups, full of late night Jimmy Johns
deliveries. Full of countless What on earth is going on-s, full of I have no clue what you’re talking about-s. Full of mind-clearing runs, full
of deep, relaxing breaths. Full of wonderful new friends and full of incredibly understanding old ones. Full of two, incredible
parents who I could not have done this without. Full of laughter, at times out of study delirium, at times to follow a few necessary tears. Full of knowledge, full of vision. Full of fear that reached every fossa. Full of stress that diffused every vessel. Full of
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sympathetic driven, pupil dilating, systolic contracting excitement.
So when June 3rd arrived, yes—I was full.
But in some ways, I was empty. I knew so many things to be true. I knew I loved medicine, I knew it was exactly where I was
meant to be. I knew I was incredibly grateful to be at a school that valued me as a person, not just as a student. I knew I had done
well. I knew I had succeeded. I knew there was so much ahead of me. But I was tired. I had long ago snoozed my body’s alarm for
sleep. I had long ago exceeded my upper limit of awake hours.
I knew all these things to be true. But I wanted to feel them again. I wanted to feel my passion, not just know it. I wanted to feel my
dream, not just envision it. I felt as though I had little glucose left. I was building up lactate. I was putting out ketones. I was running on second-grade energy. I was fueling on short-term storage.
A few weeks later, I was on Delta Flight 466 to Ben Gurion Airport in Tel Aviv, Israel to participate in Save a Child’s Heart’s
(SACH) Medical Internship. SACH is a non-profit organization operating out of Wolfson Medical Center in Holon, Israel.
Regardless of identity marker, SACH performs free, lifesaving heart surgeries for children who do not have the access or the financial resources to afford care. As a medical intern, I observed surgeries, saw catheterizations, and studied echocardiograms. I sat in
on surgical consults, Israeli medical student lectures, and morning rounds. Most excitingly, I stayed at the SACH house—a facility
about 10 minutes away from the hospital where all patients and their guardians live while being treated.
I’d like to tell you about the children I met while living there, beyond the vertical scars lining their sternums, beyond the lateral
markings forming their pacemaker inserts. I’d like to tell you a little of their stories.
Muqadam has the sweetest of energies. Amidst his failing eyes, despite his harsh stridor, he loves to rest his head on your shoulder. He loves to eat his Bamba, a peanut butter puff famous in Israel. He loves apple juice, and I make sure to buy some on my
way home from the hospital. His mom is gentle with a relentless smile. Sometimes I wonder how she maintains it because every
time he breathes, he breathes in pain. And every time he whimpers, my heart aches a little. Every time he inhales, my heart aches a
lot.
Khadijah struggled post surgery. I first met her in the pediatric ward, her thinned frame weak under the limp white bed sheet, her
arms wrapped around her torso as she sat still. Her eyes stared beyond me, lost in the peeling elephant and giraffe faded wallpaper.
I felt helpless, as I searched for something to make her time easier. But I didn’t know much—at best, I had a rudimentary understanding of the peaked and troughed lines on her beeping monitor. I saw a water fountain and jumped on the only opportunity I
could think of. I helped her sip water in hopes for some small light to warm her body. The pain did not subside. The water was
embarrassingly serving a greater purpose for me than for her. When she was released back to the SACH house, she sat alone. Reserved. Solemn. Her eyes still staring into a distance far away. Eventually she started smiling, the corners of her dried lips upturning
slightly. Just a little, but smiling nevertheless. She started doing math problems. Before I left, she said a few words.
And then there’s Samira—the queen bee. She’s two, and she’s barely two-feet tall. I know she laughs when I dance, that she cries
if Mama Samira is out of eyesight. She’s sassy and SACH’s finest diva, a personality of fire, an aura demanding attention,
commanding power. She’ll be confident. Brave.
Sanusay has the face of an angel. He flickers his smile and love at first sight is inevitable. His grip on your heart is absolutely irrevocable. He loves playing with my stethoscope. He loves talking to every nurse, every doctor. He’s a ball of laughter. But when he’s
not feeling well, he gets quiet and loses focus. He withdraws. I struggle hearing him cry. I feel weak looking away.
And then there’s Sadam. Sadam loves listening to music, he loves singing along to the tunes from Ethiopia. Without fail, if my
phone is out, he’ll ask to play on YouTube. This calms him, eases his anxiety. Sadam is older than the others, more aware than the
little ones. He understands what’s happening to him. He knows the gravity of broken hearts. He’s scared. There’s unease to him.
He fears the beginning. He fears the end.
It doesn’t take an internship to realize that we treat people, not patients. It doesn’t take a program to understand that finite ailments and medical histories and surgical notes offer minimal insight into the infinite depths of the humans we treat. But admittedly, we can get lost in facts. Somewhere between the cerebral and spiritual, we become methodical. Somewhere between the cortical
and mindful, we become robotic. Between the body and soul, logic narrows our philosophical insight. Science blurs us. Statistics
make numeric, what stories should make into connection.
SACH was a beautiful reminder that our patients walk out of hospital halls, step out beyond office walls, into a world undivided by
organ systems, into a world undefined by weak hearts, stenotic valves, and regurgitant flaps. The heart exists beyond the anatomical. The heart beats beyond its mediastinal borders. There is fullness to their lives. There is fullness to our lives. There is wholeness
to who we are.

The deadline for the
November Bulletin
is October 23, 2016
By 5:00 pm
Please submit
articles and flyers
to lynne@bnaiaviv.org
Please submit photos and videos
(current or past)
to media@bnaiaviv.org

Be a Kiddush Sponsor
We Invite you to Sponsor our Weekly Shabbat Kiddush
Birthday? Anniversary? Upcoming Wedding?
Celebrate by being a co-sponsor of our weekly Kiddush
on Saturday morning after services.
Full Sponsorship of a Kiddush when there is no B’nai Mitzvah is $500.
Simply call the office and let us know! Also Sponsor a “Lunch & Learn” for $350.

From the desk of…

Lanee Friedel, Sisterhood President
Although it is only October, Sisterhood has accomplished an enormous
amount already this year! Our August 28th Party Showcase was a huge success by all measures, and if you didn’t have the time to visit that day, you
can view the Showcase brochure and vendors who participated, on the
home page of the B’nai Aviv website. The link is provided on the scrolling
banner down the right side of the page.
Two weeks later, Vashti’s Banquet officially kicked off our year, and provided an evening of Persian culture, food, and belly dancing instruction for
the ladies of B’nai Aviv. A GREAT time was had by all who attended, and
Louise Allen, Mandana Rostamian, Rica Leibowich, Arlene Levy, Mindy
Libes, Carol Brown and the rest of the committee deserve a huge amount
of thanks and respect. What a great way to start off the year and motivate
our ladies to become involved in Sisterhood!
Then, close behind, we completed a Congregational High Holiday fundraiser, which raised sufficient
funds to re-model the dairy kitchen of the shul! This kitchen is used daily by our Sisterhood master
bakers (bringing you fresh baked goods for weekly onegs and special programs!) as well as by the Early
Childhood Education Center and the Religious School. This kitchen is sorely in need of updating,
and this project will now be completed this Fall, thanks to your participation in the HH Card project.
Thanks to Bonnie Salmon, Debbie Green, Ellen Schorr and Stacy Sandler for their hard work and
hours spent on this fundraiser.
Coming Soon:
 Sisterhood sponsorship of oneg in the Sukkah, Friday evening October 21st, including Chocolate
Chip Cookie Contest.
 Warrior Women, Self Defense Program, Thursday evening, November 3rd.
Please RSVP to address on flyer in this newsletter.
 Sisterhood Shabbat, Friday evening and Saturday morning, November 11-12th.
 Progressive Dinner, Saturday evening, January 14th, details soon to follow.
 Torah Fund Luncheon, Sunday, January 22nd.
 Health and Wellness Program, Thursday evening, February 2nd.
 Game Night, Thursday evening, February 23rd.
 Purim Basket Assembly and Delivery, Sunday morning, March 12th.
 Mother’s Day Luncheon and Program, Sunday, May 7th.

Please mark your calendars and plan to participate in some or all of these events. If you are interested
in helping with any of them, we NEED YOU!
Please contact me about your interests, laneefriedel@aol.com

Lanee Friedel,
Sisterhood President

Sisterhood Kickoff Event...Vashti’s Banquet

September 12,2016

From the desk of...
Children have never been very good at listening to their elders, but they have never failed to imitate
them. -James Baldwin
Rosh Hashanah is around the corner, and besides the traditions we would “like to
instill” in our children (starting with the food, off course!) there are so many other
concepts we take on this holiday.
I’m talking about concepts like teshuvah, being empathetic to people around us and
the environment, learning from our mistakes, being able to apologize, forgive and
more…. All these concepts come together as a beautiful lesson to be learned during
Rosh Hashanah.
As an Early Childhood Educator and Director, I hear many times parents trying to
teach their kids about being nice, compassionate, mentch like traits…and feeling that
nothing works. Punishments and rewards may appear to work for a short time, even
though the value of the rewards and severity of punishments is increased. So …what
we can do?
Truth is, that values must come from within. Whatever we publicly proclaim, our
actual values (as opposed to the values to which we aspire) are always, always accurately and honestly revealed by
our behaviors. If we eat junk food, we demonstrate that we value convenience of flavor over health. If we don’t get
enough sleep, we demonstrate that our jobs, hobbies or TV programs are more valuable than our rest.
When it comes to teaching values, we face the same scenario. You don’t have another person, your child, do something that you want them to do (but you don’t). The role modeling of the desired behaviors will eventually be imitated by your own child, at his pace, his developmental age and emotional level. You cannot instill values in other people, you can only model them yourself.
Take Rosh Hashanah as a good starting point for living the values you want your children to see. It’s a time of
change, and maybe this year we could not only change our holiday menu or tablecloth but make a change that will be
substantial and emulated by our children.
Happy New Year! Shanah Tovah!

Sabrina

From the desk of Eliot Tillinger …
Religious School Director

The start of the new school year has already been very exciting! My faculty and I were happy
to see the many beautiful smiles on our school campus! All students in our school made
handcrafted kosher shofars of their very own. They will blow their shofars when they join
everyone on the Bimah at the close of Yom Kippur.

Seeing our students appreciate our school atmosphere with enthusiasm and interest is most
rewarding. This year, we continue on the path of knowledge and add additional events to the
school experience. Kindergarteners will continue to create their own Torah; first grade will
design their own Seder plate; second grade will create their own Haggadah; third grade will
produce their own Shabbat set comprised of candlesticks, challah cover and Kiddush cup;
fourth grade will design and create a Havdalah set; fifth grade will design their very own Mezzuzah; sixth grade will design and create their own Tallit, and seventh grade will design and
create their own Yad and take a field trip where they will select food to prepare and cook
from a neighboring supermarket using the laws of Kashrut. Also, our children will be learning about and making and baking their very own challahs, hamantaschen, matzo, Israeli Salads, falafels and more.
Our student leadership program being launched this year will provide enriched opportunities for our children to grow and
learn about being responsible Jewish leaders in our community. Also, through the generous support of our wonderful PTO,
we are almost finished with the installation of our technology upgrades to enhance experiences for all students; each classroom is being equipped with a digital projector, computer, and wireless printers. One of our exciting new initiatives is to
communicate with schools in Jerusalem. Sincere appreciation to Eric Schlossman, Education VP, for his assistance in implementing this technology upgrade as well as his many other thoughtful contributions to our religious school throughout
this past year.
We look forward to Religious School Shabbat dinners where the different grade level children will join the Shabbat service
on the Bimah followed by a scrumptious, full course Shabbat dinner for the entire family!

Eliot Tillinger

From the desk of Todd Morchelies…
Youth Director
Hello folks,

It was great seeing all the new and familiar faces at our first youth group events for
USY, Kadima, and Chalutzim. The turnouts have been tremendous and we are growing
every week. Our youth groups here at B'nai Aviv are truly the place to be for children
and teens.
October is going to an awesome month. The USYers from B'nai Aviv are hosting the
annual Sub-Regional Convention at Gold Coast Camp in Boynton Beach. Our USYers
are working very hard to make this an unbelievable weekend. It will be held from October 28th-30th. There are still spots available, but be sure to register right away. Kadima
is going Ice Skating on Saturday night, October 8th and then to Boomers on Sunday,
October 16th. Chalutzim is going to CB Smith's Paradise Cove Water Park on Sunday, October 9th.
Get ready USYers.....in November will be our amazing All Nighter so stay tuned for more information as it
comes.
For more information, please visit our youth website at www.bausybees.com or email me, Todd Morchelies at
todd@bnaiaviv.org. I look forward to seeing everyone at our upcoming events.

Shalom, Todd

In our B’nai Aviv Family
A Speedy Recovery To . . .

Gilad Zilberman, Philip Greenfield, Jeanne Finkelstein,
Margie Friedman, Barry Berman, Herb Rough, Terry Berger,
Sandra Margolis, Karentina Sheskin, Dorothy Eiglarsch, Renee Podolsky,

Sincere Condolences To . . .
Miriam Shapiro on the passing of her mother, Mrs. Evelyn Hirschmann.
Corinna Black Kushner on the passing of her mother, Vivian Zelig.
Rhonda Siegel on the passing of her mother, Lillian Brodes
Debbie Freedman on the passing of her mother, Doreen Belkin
“May the families be comforted among the mourners in Zion and Jerusalem”

A Hearty Mazel Tov To…
Steve and Susan Kass on the engagement of their daughter, Lisa Sammie to Seth Bour.
Rita Wernikoff on the engagement of her grandson, Jason Wininger, to Rachel Frank.

To B’nai Aviv
Carolyn Bass
Barbara Diamond
and F. David Halberg
Kathy and Stanley Erskine
Carol and David Golt
Mindy and Michael Mund
Jill and Jack Sharpe
Shana and Kevin Streisfeld
Fran and Hy Vaupen
Arielle and Oren Zadik

JOIN US WEEKLY FOR SERVICES

Friday evening
Saturday morning
Sunday morning

6:30 pm
9:15 am
9:00 am

Daily Morning Minyan at B’nai Aviv
Monday-Friday

7:30 am

Daily Minyan at Posnack JCC
Monday-Thursday Evenings
Sunday Mornings

7:30 pm
8:30 am

Nosh n Notes featuring Marty Perdeck

9/17/16

What will you leave behind?
Leave a Legacy to B’nai Aviv
Wills & Bequests

Gifts of Life Insurance

If you have a personal interest in enhancing the B’nai Aviv
experience for future generations, a planned bequest in
your Will is something you should think about. When you
want to reduce or even eliminate your final income taxes a
well planned charitable bequest is ideal. You can make a
gift in your Will, maintain financial security during life and
disinherit the taxman.

A gift of life insurance presents you with an opportunity to
make a significant future gift to benefit B’nai Aviv, while
enjoying current and/or future tax savings. It is an economical way to give a larger and more lasting gift at a fraction
of the ultimate value from disposable income. A gift of life
insurance is also an ideal way for you to support a particular area of interest and/or program at B’nai Aviv, at a level
that may not be possible by any other means.

Gifts by Will are becoming more popular, and we hope that
an increasing number of people will include B’nai Aviv as a
beneficiary. It is one way to support B’nai Aviv when it
might not be financially possible during your working or
retirement years, A bequest is a revocable gift that can be
amended at any time. Charitable gifts made in a Will are
deemed made in the year of death. The charitable tax credit is therefore received by the estate and can offset any tax
owing from the estate.

Giving a gift of life insurance is a wonderful way to show
you care. This type of gift often allows a person of modest
means to make a donation much larger than they might
have been able to make during their lifetime. Instead of
contributing annually to B’nai Aviv, a donor directs funds
to insurance premiums. As such you would receive a charitable receipt for each premium payment made. A gift of
this type generates immediate and future tax relief for a
donor and does not diminish your estate.

If you are about to draft a Will or make changes to your
current Will, your lawyer can include a bequest to B’nai
Aviv. You can leave a specific amount, a particular asset, a
percentage of the value of your estate or the residue of
your estate after all other bequests have been made.

You can also transfer ownership of an existing policy to
B’nai Aviv. Donors considering the transfer of a life insurance policy should obtain professional advice concerning
the income tax consequences of such a transfer.

The easiest and least expensive way to make a small
change in your existing will is to add a codicil. The codicil
will retain all the provisions of your will, except those
which are modified by this addition. If you already have a
will and are considering a bequest to B’nai Aviv, the addition of a codicil should be discussed with your lawyer.

You can take out a new policy, making B’nai Aviv the owner
and/or beneficiary. If B’nai Aviv is named both the owner
and beneficiary, you will receive a charitable receipt for
paid premiums; if B’nai Aviv is named beneficiary only, your
estate will receive a charitable receipt for the full value of
the gift.

For further information on a legacy gift, please contact Lynne Balaban, Executive Director
at (954) 384-8265 or by e-mail at lynne@bnaiaviv.org. All inquiries and information will remain confidential.

Pre-Planning is a Gift You Give
Your Children
Cemetery Plots are Available at
Menorah Gardens
21100 West Griffin Rd., Southwest Ranches
For B’nai Aviv Members ~ $2,000.00 per plot
Payment plans are available.
For more information please contact
Lynne Balaban, Executive Director
at 954-384-8265 or lynne@bnaiaviv.org
For a 25% Discount on other Merchandise &
Services from Menorah Gardens please contact
Laurie Dockler 954-385-9514

JFS Indigent Burial Program
The Torah says to show respect for the dead, “kavod ha-met” and to comfort the
living, “nihum avelim.” Unfortunately, there are those in the Broward Jewish community whose assets are too small to pay for a burial. Many of them have no family. The Jewish Family Service Indigent Burial Program ensures that these Jewish
souls have a Jewish funeral.
We rely heavily on the generosity of our Jewish community for burial plots to
help families meet the demands of Halacha and our Jewish heritage. We need
your help.
We conduct a thorough assessment of every deceased and their immediate family
to determine the need, so that we may ensure only those who would not be otherwise able to receive a proper burial are considered. Yet we are falling short.
Please help us to fulfill the law for the least of us, for the last mitzvah they we can
provide them. Call Susan Panzer, Director of Volunteer Services at Jewish Family
Service, 954-370-2140.

Please visit https://sites.google.com/site/bnaiavivholiday/
To view the companion guide for
Traditions: Bringing the Holidays Home

“The Greatest Mitzvah is Tzedakah”

Contributions, September 7 - September 30, 2016
Building Fund

In Honor of :

Evelyn Hirschmann,
beloved mother of Miriam Shapiro
Danny & Shannon Tuaty & family

Howard Androphy on his 95th birthday
Allan & Benita Ross
Phyllis Lipof
Stanley & Joan Cohen

Cantor's Discretionary Fund

Gloria Ladau on her 80th birthday
Robert & Anita Kirshen

In Memory of:

Get Well Soon:

Mark Spiewak
Sylvan & Ruth Goldin

Sara Gotkin on her Bat Mitzvah
Scott & Esther Cohen

In Honor of :

Matthew Gotkin on his Bar Mitzvah
Scott & Esther Cohen

Caleb's Bar Mitzvah
David & Cynthia Samson

ECEC Scholarship Fund
In Honor of:

Max Chandler on his Bar Mitzvah
Sylvan & Ruth Goldin

Vivian's bat mitzvah
Stephen & Lauren Bender

In Memory of:

Mark Silverman, beloved father
of Tara Daub
Allan & Benita Ross

Victoria Levy, beloved mother
of Raquel Belfer
Allan & Benita Ross
Morris Zoldan
Allan & Benita Ross
Evelyn Hirschmann,
beloved mother of Miriam Shapiro
David & Eleanor Morris
Allan & Benita Ross
Mark Silverman, beloved father of
Tara Daub
David & Stephanie Schwartz
Eric & Deborah Schlossman
Marty Rubinstein’s beloved son
Jack & Shirley Miller
Phyllis Millman
Victoria Levy, beloved mother of
Raquel Belfer
Jack & Shirley Miller

Rabbi's Discretionary Fund
In Honor of :

Parviz & Sorour Raphaely
Ben Rostamian

General Donation Fund
Get Well Soon:

Thelma & Herbert Yanco
Phyllis Lipof

Caleb's Bar Mitzvah
David & Cynthia Samson

Yahrzeit Fund

~Talmud~

In Memory of:

Gretchen Kupferman, beloved aunt
Carol Brown
Abraham Miller, beloved father
Jack Miller
Lillian Forman, beloved mother
Joel Brown
Michael Salmon, beloved father
John Salmon
Max Roseman, beloved uncle
Laural Pressman
Ruth Weinberg, beloved mother
Shirley Miller

Youth Scholarship Fund
In Memory of:
Victoria Levy,
beloved mother of Raquel Belfer
Steven & Leslie Berke

22
Arik Levy & Ilana Newman
23
Michael & Lara Cohen
Howard & Susan Hochsztein
Barry & Susan Lichtenstein

7
Mark & Dale Kotler

13
Stuart & Helene Lieberman
Robert & Bertha Nesselroth
Eric & Marjorie Sachs

8
Steven & Leslie Berke

14
Jeffrey & Nancy Karsh
Marty & Monica Wilner

9
Eric & Alanna Harris
10
Victor & Lisa Milenkovic
Jay & Meredith Shapiro
11
Michael & Deborah Green

15
Bruce & Jennifer Mann
16
Bruce & Merna Gross
Jason & Amy Winder
17
Brent & Jody Horwitz

25
Andrew & Debbie Marcus
Lyle & Deena Shapiro

18
Avraham & Liron Ben‑David
Ken & Marion Golen
26
Alon & Sherri Ensel
19
Daniel & Michelle Horwitz
Perry & Jodi Bekerman
Steven & Minna Selub
Jeff & Lesli Rosenblatt
Barry & Maxine Topper
27
Michael & Mavis Rothman
20
Herbert & Annette Pilelsky
30
David & Jillian Shenassa
David & Lisa Rosenberg
21
Robert & Susan Cohen
Barry & Ellen Schneider

11
Jack Heda

12

Christopher Benson
Meryl Einbinder
Ellen Schorr

14
2
Ken Gardner
Jeffrey Karsh
Ellen Willis

3
Andrew Cohen
Abram Finkelstein

4
Manuel Higer
James Luria
Mark Silver
Ellen Weininger
Lori Wise

5
Rebecca Trinkler

6
Michael Cohen
Alan Racko

7

Philip Greenfield
Sandra Heda

Leslie Linevsky
Dannit Mizrahi
Deborah Schlossman

8
Elyn Cohen
Alon Ensel
Mel Gober
Lori Green
Bradley Gross
Cantor Bill Lieberman
Stacy Sandler
Sandra Sundel
Michelle Whiteman

9
Kenneth Forman
Bradley Horwitz
Brent Horwitz
Oren Zadik

10
Jonathan Andron
Honey Melamed
Lisa Rosenberg
Leonard Rothbard

Jeffrey Evans
Eric Feingold
Jeff Jackson
Angela Pressman
Brian Zalis

15

Stanley Erskine
Jay Gamberg
Ruth Krameisen
Fiona Welles

16
Paul Bravo
David Goldstein
Bruce Kava

17
Allison Braverman
Shirley Miller

18

Susan Hochsztein
Alan Novick
Erika Racko
Ben Schulman

31
Jack & Jill Sharpe

Rebekah Schulze

Suzanne Tavolacci

18

25

Diane Simon
Aurora Spinella

Anita Levy
Michelle Singer

19

26

John Greenfield
Arturo Raventos
Jacqueline Rosen
Barry Topper

27

20
Lisa Epstein
Barbara Gotkin
Brian Gotkin
Franklin Zemel

21

Neil Bressler
Elaine Cohen
Nancy Tillinger

28
Fortuna Bookbinder
Mauro Braun
Sara Gamberg
Brett Stern

Cookie Berman
David Greenbaum
Jeffrey Kleinberg
Manuel Valdes

29

22

30

Craig Friedman
Lisa Glick
Jody Vitucci

Susan Faerber
Susan Willis

Jeffrey Abrams
Rick Behar
Adam Friedman
Deborah Kuluva
Jonathan Wolk

24

31

William Etkin

23

Steven Kass
Barry Lichtenstein
Adele Pick

Florence Koplo
Jeffrey Schneider

B’nai Aviv
The Conservative Synagogue of Southwest Broward
1410 Indian Trace ~ Weston FL 33326
P 954-385-8265 ~ F 954-384-0352 ~ www.bnaiaviv.org

Professional Staff
Rabbi Adam Watstein
Cantor William C. Lieberman
Lynne Balaban, Executive Director
Eliot Tillinger, Education Director
Sabrina Mueller, ECEC Director
Todd Morchelies, Youth Director
Sol Hettena, Ritual Director
Officers
Aron Leibowich, President
Jennifer Beer, Executive V.P.
Eric Schlossman, Education V.P.
Kurt Wasser, ECEC V.P.
Alan Schuh, Fundraising V.P.
David Smith, Ritual V.P.
Scott Daub, Personnel V.P.
Rich Cohen, Membership V.P.
Rosalyn Sanders, Youth V.P.
Jonathan Andron, Communications/Technology V.P.
Lanee Friedel, Auxiliaries V.P.
Adam Cohen, Treasurer
Howard Samson, Secretary
Jay Martus, Immediate Past President

Board of Directors
Nathan Avrunin
Benny Bejar
Michael Cohen
Stanley Cohen
Lee Friedel
Howard Friedlander
Bruce Greenberg
Andy Lessem
Seth Lubin
Debbie Regent
Stuart Sion
Mark Kleinman, Men’s Club President
Lanee Friedel, Sisterhood President
Riva Wohl, Hazak President
Morgan Comite, USY President
Allan E. Ross, FSA, Executive Director Emeritus
Synagogue Office Hours:
Monday-Thursday 9:00 am - 5:00 pm
Friday 9:00 am - 3:00 pm
Like us on
Facebook

Follow us
on Twitter

